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References: 1. Docket No. 50-285
2. Letter from NRC (L. J. Callan) to OPPD (T. L.

Patterson) dated July 31, 1996

Subject Licensee Event Report 97+012 Revision 0 for the Fort Calhoun
Station

Please find attached Licensee Event Report 97-012 Revision 0 dated
September 22, 1997. This report is being submitted pursuant to 10 CFR
50.73 (a) (2) (1) (D) , 50.73 (a) (2) (ii) (B) and 50.73 (a) (2) (v) (D) . If you
should have any questions, please contact me.
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AISTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces. I e , approximately 15 singlo-spaced typewntten lines)(16)

On August 21, 1997, with the Fort Calhoun Station operating at 100 percent
power, a Licensed Operator (LO) unknowingly rendered all Containment Spray (CS)
inoperable for approximately 12 hours. The LO was performing a Technical
Specification quarterly surveillance and post maintenance test. During the ,

eperformance of the test he misunderstood the directions of the test procedure '

and took the hand control switches for valves HCV-344 and 345, the CS header
isolation valves, to the * OVERRIDE" position. This position prevents ther e e

valves from automatically opening, ,

The reasons for this event can be traced to four causes. First is the skill
based slip of the operator performing the surveillance and the other on-shift
operators to make the mental connection that the CS system was disabled. Second
was failure to fully implement self-checking. Third was communication with
respect to annunciators as they alarmed and turnover of annunciator and plant
status to the oncoming crew. Finally, fourth is inadequate corrective action to
prevent recurrence and inadequate management oversight and observation on
corrective action effectiveness and improvement.

When diocovered, immediate action was taken to restore the valves to an
operable condition. Additionally, administrative and procedural actions are
being taken to minimize the potential for recurrence of thia type of event.i
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BACKGROUND

The engineered safeguards systems at the Fort Calhoun Station (FCS) include in
parts both high and low pressure Safety Injection (SI), containment Spray
(CS), and Containment Air Recirculation, Cooling and Iodine Removal.

L

The CS system limits the containment structure pressure rise by providing a
means for cooling the containment atmosphere after the occurrence of a Design

,

Basis Accident (DBA) such as a Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) or a Main Steam
Line Break (MSLB) . This also reduces the leakage of airborne radioactivity

'

from the containment.

Pressure reduction is accomplished by spraying cool, borated water into the
containment atmosphere. Heat removal is accomplished by recirculating and t

cooling the water through the Shutdown Cooling (SDC) Heat Exchangers. The
system is independent of, and redundant to the containment air recirculation ;

'and cooling system for removing containment heat.

The system consists of the Safety Injection and Refueling Water Tank (SIRWT), ,

three CS pumps, two heat exchangers and all necessary piping, valves, i

instruments and accessories. During recirculation, the pumps discharge borated
water through the two SDC heat exchangers to a dual set of spray headers and
spray nozzles in the containment. These spray headers are supported from the
containment dome and the spray nozzles are arranged in the headers to give
spray coverage of the containment horizot:tal cross sectional area. One pump
meets the system design capacity requirements in the event of a DBA.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

On August 21, 1997, FCS was operating at 100 percent power. At the 0600 CDT
pre-shift briefing, upcoming activities and priorities were discussed
including the performance of OP-ST-SI-3008, " Safety Injection and Containment
Spray Pump In Service Test and Valve Exercise Test." OP-ST-SI-3000 was to be
performed as post maintenance testing for CS pump (SI-3B) maintenance as well
as the' normal quarterly surveillance test. The purpose of OP-ST-SI-3008 is to
satisfy, in part, the requirements of Technical Specification (TS) 3.3 (1)a for
all the SI and CS pumps and associated check valves. The test involves running
the pumps to obtain data on pump amps, differential pressure, and vibration.i

Prior to running SI pumps, OP-ST-SI-3008 directs the operator to place the
test switches in TEST for HCV-344/345, *CS Header Isolation Valves." This
causes more air pressure to be placed on the diaphragm of these valves and
creates a more positive seating. This helps prevent any leakage thru
HCV-344/345_ and spraying down the containment when SI pumps are running.
Placing HCV-344/345 in TEST does not prevent an accident signal from reaching

_
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HCV-344/345, nor does it inhibit their accident function.

At approximately 0745 CDT, the Licensed Operator (LO) assigned to perform
OP-ST-SI-3000 conducted a pre-job briefing to personnel directly involved with
the surveillance test. Nothing was discussed about switch manipulations or
expected annunciators associated with HCV-344/345, however, the
responsibilities of each individual participating in the test were discussed.

At approximately 0800 CDT during the performance of a restorative step, 7.10,
the LO placed the OVERRIDE / AUTO control switches for HCV-344/345 in OVERRIDE
to ensure that the valves stayed in the required test position of closed, even
though he felt uncomfortable doing so. The HCV-344/345 " VALVE OFF NORMAL"
alarms were acknowledged and announced as, "My alarms." Interviews with the LO
revealed that he has performed OP-ST-SI-3008 in the past with success and did
not place the switches in OVERRIDE at that time. The LO considered soliciting
input from the other LOs in the control room but decided they were too busy
and went aheat* and put HCV-344/345 in OVERRIDE. Based on discussion with the
on-shift crew, it is their practice to freely field any questions reoarding
system or equipment status or operation. During the interview the Lo stated
that he realized that the OVERRIDE position would inhibit the safeguard signal
to HCV-344/345 but did not consciously consider the TS requirements. The LO
did announce all alarms that came in as " EXPECTED" and the Licensed Senior
Operator (LSO) remarked that he looked at the annunciators but it did not
occur to him that the off-normal annunciators for HCV-344/345 meant that
safeguards signal to HCV-344/345 were overridden. The other Los in the control
room heard the announced " EXPECTED ALARMS" and believed the off-normal
annunciators for HCV-344/345 were part of the surveillance test.

During shift turnover at approximately 1800 CDT, the oncoming LO, who was
assigned to complete the test, received a turnover from the off going LO, who
started the test. At the time, the oncoming Lo believed he received a very
detailed turnover and did notice the OFF NORMAL alarms for HCV-344/345 but
believed the annunciators were in because of the test. The off going LO, who
placed the control switches in override, did not relay tne information that he
was uncomfortable with going to OVERRIDE on HCV-344/345. The off going and
oncoming crew members during their board walkdowns assumed the OFF NORMAL
annunciators were in alarm due to OP-ST-SI-3008 being in progress.

|

|{
At 2038 CDT the LO completed step 7.20 to restore the system and placed :he
HCV-344/345 " TEST SWITCHES" in normal. Only then did he and the LSO (211ze
that OFF NORMAL annunciators for HCV-344/345 did not clear. The LSO realized
the OVERRIDE / AUTO switches were in OVERRIDE and directed the LO to place the
switches in AUTO.
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This event resulted in operation outside the parameters stated in the TSs. The
LSO made the proper reports to management and logged the findings in the
control room log. A one hour non-emergency report to the NRC operations Center
was made at 2135 CDT pursuant to 10CFR50.72 (b) (1) (ii) and 50.72 (b) (2) (iii) (D) .
This report is being submitted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (1) (B),
50.73 (a) (2) (ii) (B) and 50.73 (a) (2) (v) (D) .

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

The primary function of the CS system is to reduce containment pressure and
temperature after a DBA. Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Chapter 14.16
examinen two major accidents (large LOCA and MSLB) for challenges to the
containment design pressure of 60 Pounds per Square Inch Gage (psig).

The maximum containment pressure following a MSLB event occurs before the CS
system is capable of removing heat. Therefore, peak pressure will remain below
60 psig design pressure limit without CS system operation. The MSLB is also
less limiting than the LOCA with regards to maximum heat loading on the
Component Cooling Water (CCW) system. The MSLB is therefore not a safety
concern and is excluded from further consideration.

Medium and small break LOCAs are not significant because containment pressure
is lower and containment sump conditions after initiation of Recirculation
Actuation Signal (RAS) are within the design basis limits for the SI and CS
pumps.

Without CS system operation, analysis indicates that containment pressure
after a large LOCA would not have exceeded the design pressure, even with
reduced containment cooling as a result of asauming * loss of offsite power
and failure of an emergency diesel generator. This analysis was done using
current river conditions and raw water system availability, which affect the
conditions of the ultimate heat sink. The radiological evaluation for the
large break LOCA assumes leakage from containment based on the TS allowable
leakage at 60 poig. Radiological consequences would have been within the
existing USAR analysis for a LOCA since iodine removal by the CS system is not
credited in the USAR.

In a large LOCA scenario with maximum heat load on the CCW system, i.e., all
CCW pumps and containment air coolers operating and failure of a raw water
pump, analysis indicates the absence of CS system operation would not have
caused CCW return temperaturn to be outside the analyzed range. Equipment
falling within the requirc~cnts of Regulatory Guide 1.97 has been determined
to be qualified for the containment conditions in the maximum containment
pressure case.

ac row au sw
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Verification of CS flow is one of the final steps in Emergency Operating
Procedure (EOP) 00, " Standard Post-Trip Actions," completed by the operating
crew. It is also part of the safety function status check in EOP-03 "LOCA,"
EOP-05 *MSLB," and EOP-20 " Functional Recovery Procedure," which is required
to be performed every ten minutes during an event by the Shift Technical
Advisor (STA). The CS pumps at the FCS do not make use of a minimum flow
recirculation path. Evaluation of the CS pump zero-flow operating condition by
an experienced pump consultant indicates that the pumps would not have failed
for at least 30-40 minutes due to their vertical nozzle orientation, robust
pump design and relatively large inventory of water available for heat up on
the suction side of each pump. Given this length of time and the procedural
requirements that were in place at the time, it is likely that the operators
would have responded to the situation in time to allow initiation of CS flow.
Long term decay heat removal would therefore have functioned as intended using
CS pump (s) for post-RAS recirculation of containment sump water through the
SDC heat exchangers. When, subsequent to this event, licensed operators were
tested on a scenario with similar conditions, two different crews responded to
the failure within about five minutes to properly align CS.

Even with total CS failure, the containment coolers are available and will
provide both short and long term cooling. In the very unlikely event of
failure of both CS and the containment cooling systems a non-proceduralized
path does exist to allow the SDC heat exchangers to be aligned with the low
pressure SI pumps to provide long term cooling.

In summary, the safety significance of this condition was low because in the
absence of automatic CS system operation, containment design pressure would
not have been exceeded, CCW return temperature would have remained within the
analyzed range (containment coolers backup containment spray for the decay
heat removal function), and dose consequences of a large LOCA would have been
bounded by existing dose values in the USAR. Operators also would have had
multiple opportunities to be alerted to this condition, and they would have
had sufficient time to respond prior to CS pump failure. The probability of a
challenge to containment spray during the 12 hour isolation is not risk
significant. Therefore, this event did not pose a significant risk to the
health and safety of the public.

CONCLUSIONS

The reasons for this event can be traced to four causes and two contributing
causes.

The first cause is the skill based slip of the operator performing the
surveillance and on-shift operators to make the mental connection that the CS

MC F08tu 864414-45)
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system was disabled. The operators involved were aware of the function of the
switch and consequences should an actuation signal be received, but failed to
recognize the status of the CS system.

The second cause was failure to fully implement self-checking with respect to
stopping and asking questions when the individual felt uncomfortable. The
operator performing the surveillance test admitted feeling uncomfortable
taking the control switches to OVERRIDE, but failed to obtain input from
anyone else.

The third cause was communication with respect to annunciators as they alarmed
and turnover of annunciator and plant status. Without clearly s.. ting what

alarms were received and why, co-workers cannot be kept fully cognizant of
system / process changen. In this situation, the operator performing the
surveillance test only communicated the alarms were part of the test. FCS has
adopted a " black board" concept for normal operations. This means when
operating at 100% power with no equipment or instruments out-of-service and no
testing or calibration in progress, no annunciator will be in alarm. (There

few exceptions regarding power supplies and auto-standby capabilities ofare a
emergency diesel generators, containment isolation valves and engineered
safeguard sequencers.) Additionally, during refueling or some cold shutdowns,
expected annunciators for current plant conditions are marked to help the
operators better identify off normal conditions.

The fourth cause is too narrowly focused corrective action to prevent
recurrence and inadequate management oversight and observation for corrective
action effectiveness and improvement, following the event in March 1996
(Reference 2) when the Low Temperature over Pressure (LTOP) system was
disabled. Corrective actions included formality improvements in board
walkdowns and annunciator response. The expectations were communicated and
executed, but the standard was not adequate to prevent recurrence.

The first contributing cause to this event is the fact that Step 7.10 of
OP-ST-SI-3000 contains multiple tasks and is open for interpretation. Step
7.10_ states in part to place the valve and test switch in the required
position, which could be interpreted that the spray valve control switches are
manipulated. The normal position for the spray control valves is closed, and
the only time the valves should open is during an actuation signal or stroke
test. However, at no time does the step state to place the control switches in
OVERRIDE.

The other contributing cause to this event is lack of oversight by the Shift
Supervisor and LSO. These individuals are placed in command and control
positions to ensure evolutions are performed safely and accurately to the.

kRC FORM 344A (444)
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standards set forth in station and department procedures.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS ,

!,

The following immediate corrective actions have been completed. ;

O The individual operator who was responsible for performing OP-ST-SI-3008 and ;

the-Shift Supervisors, Licensed Senior Operators, and Licensed Operators on
the day shift and night shift crews were appropriately disciplined in
accordance with Omaha Public Power District (OPPD) company policy. i

0 Crew stand downs, which included discussions of the event, teamwork and
questioning attitude, and consequences of the CS Header Valve Control
Switches (HCV-344/345) in override, were conducted by plant management.

'

O Peet Checking Tape was added to the HCV-344/345 control switches, and in
addition, to approximately 30 other switches that may have significant
conseque.,ces if mispositioned.

O Annunciator response for expected alarms was enhanced to include stating or
.pataphrasing the alarm, the reason for the alarm and LSO or SS ,

acknowledgment. Alarm Rosponse Procedure (ARP) 1 and S0-0-1 have been
revised.

O Management observations of shift turnovers were conducted during August 22-
29, 1997, time frame.

O Operations Department Policies and Directives (OPD), OPD 3-08, was revised
to standardize the mid-shift briefing to include review of out-of-normal
alarms / switches.

O " Warning" Operations Note was affixed next to the HCV-344/345 control
switches. !

* S0-0-1 was revised to require SRO permission to disable safety-related
equipment.

0 An Operations Department Self Assessment has been completed. This assessment
included plant personnel as well as industry peers. A schedule for
implementation of the assessment recommendationi has been completed. |

|

l
|

,
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The following additional corrective actions will be completed.

1. Enhanced, detailed board walkdowns during shift turnover, including the
reason for out-of-normal position switches and list annunciators, were
initiated and will be institutionalized in Standing Order (SO) 0-1, by
October 3, 1997.

2. Revise OP-ST-SI-3008 to eliminate multiple tasks in step 7.10 and include
the appropriate TS LCOs to enter / exit. This procedure will be revised by
September 26, 1997.

3. Conduct operator training on event. This training will be completed by
November 28, 1997,

4. Evaluation of the adequacy of the corrective actions from the self
asseusment will be completed by December 31, 1997. A subsequent evaluation
will be conducted in 1998 during the operations Department Self-
Assessment. The 1998 Operations Department Self-Assessment will be
completed by December 31, 1998.

In addition the following enhancementa are being or have been made:

A. The Tent Monitor Program was initiated.

B. An eanily identifiable "Out-of-Normal Position" label / collar has been
installed on out-of-normal position switches, controller knobo, etc.,
during power operations (Mode 1)

C. Review and revise Operations Surveillance Tests and Alarm Response
Procedurco to ensure consistency and to meet Writer's Guide requirements.

D. Evaluate implementing a normal position colored dot program for switches,
etc., that will assist in identifying out-of-position equipment during
appropriate modes of operation or a shiftly checklist that will verify the
proper position of critical control room switches, etc.

E. Implement identification / marking of expected annurciators during
surveillance testa during appropriate modes of operation.

F. The oboervation program is being reviewed in light of this incident to
assure that maximum benefit is made from this management program.

_ . _

!
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PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS

Reference 2 documents a similar incident when the RPS pressurizer trip units
were diaconnected (pulled) and the hand switches for the pressurizer Power
Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) were moved to the CLOSE position, disabling the '

LTOP function, and none of the required actions were taken.

I

|
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